
The Grand Circle 

Due to the longer distance of this walk, which goes around the village, the route description 
might be more abbreviated that that of the shorter walks and it does assume you are 
familiar with map reading and the normal style of route description. 

16.4 miles       5 1/2 hours (approx. walking time) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting from outside The White Hart (1) towards the War Memorial. At the junction turn Right and 
make your way past Church Farm to the stile on your Left just after the lovely half-timbered Priors 
Hall (2), then take the stile and head slightly Left across the slope to the next stile. After the stile 
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continue straight ahead, crossing another stile and onto the track until that turns Left but you go 
straight on to the metal gate (3). Here we find the first cross field path, officially it should go straight 
ahead to a crossing track and then diagonally Right to the bottom corner of the field (4), however 
when the route gets trodden in it might well go diagonally straight from the gate, and is sometimes 
muddy. Pass through the field corner at the bottom of the slope, turning Left and keeping the hedge 
(containing a line of magnificent ancient Oak trees) on your Left and ignoring other paths and field 
entrances, continue to reach the old Roman road, Stane Street, otherwise known as the B1256, close 
to Stebbingford Bridge (5). Turn Left and after the old cottages take the enclosed footpath uphill to 
reach the field at (6). Turn Right and follow the bridleway to reach the road at (7). Turning Left the 
route now needs to use the road for just over a mile to reach Andrewsfield Airfield (which has a very 
good café for a coffee and a rest) and Badcocks Farm at (8). Proceed straight ahead along the byway 
to reach the corner at Whitehouse Farm where you turn Right into the Rogues Green byway and Left 
at the junction (9) to reach the road at Gentleman’s Farm. Turn Left along the road to the 14th 
Century Bardfield Saling Church with its round tower. In spring the Churchyard is full of snowdrops 
and primroses and if the church is open, they have a beautiful display of lace-like corn weaving. Take 
the footpath around the back of the Church to cross the road at (10). Follow the footpath which 
turns Left across the field to join the Long Green byway where you turn Right and then take the 
Right fork at the junction into the Coney Green Byway. After just over 0.5 mile take the footpath on 
the Left at (11) to reach the road (this path changes from a field edge to an enclosed path which can 
get quite overgrown). On reaching the road, turn Left to follow the footpath to the road (12) turning 
Left to cross the road with care to enter the footpath on the right at (13) and follow this to turn Left 
at the Black Lane track (unfortunately this ancient enclosed track will probably be overgrown and it 
will mean following the hedge line to reach the road again at Charity Farm (14). This next section 
might seem an unnecessary loop but it does save you half a mile along what is, sometimes a busy 
road. Turn Left along the verge and shortly cross the road to enter a field edge path which after 
several fields will bring you to Fann Farm and turning Right on the lane will bring you back to the 
Bardfield road at Oxen End (15). Cross the road with care, turn left along the verge past the house 
called ‘Ambrose’ and Right onto the field edge path, this will lead you across two fields to the farm 
track where a Left turn will take you to meet the ‘Daisyely Road’ bridleway at Brazenhead Farm 
Cottage. Turn Right along the bridleway to join the metaled road and Right again towards Bustard 
Green. Just before Bustard Green take the footpath on the left past Porridge Hall and cross-field 
path to the Lindsell road (16). Cross the road and continue cross-field to meet the wood and road at 
Gallows Green. Take the lane on the other side of the road past Little Grumbles and Polly’s Farm to 
reach Dow Wood where the path skirts the Right hand end of the wood to reach the road. Turn Right 
along the road and take the footpath on the Left just past Dow Wood Cottage (17) which will take 
you past Bigod’s Wood. Turn Left and after about 200yds turn Right at the plank bridge and continue 
to meet the byway at Ridley Wood and bearing Left on the byway to meet the Bardfield Road (18). 
Do not nip across the road and bunk through the farm yard opposite but turn left along the verge 
and cross into the farm track at the finger post. Follow the track to where it bears Right and you take 
the metal kissing gate into the field. The path now goes diagonally across the field to the gate and 
turning Left over the bridge straight ahead uphill to the next metal kissing gate. Cross the drive to 
Stebbing Park and take the footpath which will take you past ‘The Motte’ and into the Mill Lane 
playing field. The path goes diagonally left (or around the boundary if there is a cricket match) to 
reach Mill Lane where a final Left turn will take you to the White Hart for a well-deserved pint.  


